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Neoliberalism, internationalisation and higher education: connections, contradictions and alternatives

We explore the central role of neoliberalism within portrayals of internationalisation in higher education. Through an analysis of four features of internationalisation, we suggest that they embody a complex entanglement of neoliberal categories and assumptions with other, primarily progressive humanitarian ideals. This framing of internationalisation has three affects. One, humanitarian ideals coupled with neoliberal categories serve to normalise inequalities, turning internationalisation into a meritocratic global race, focusing on celebrating the possibility of the few who can achieve, instead of the embedded inequalities within the system, which disadvantage the many. Two, this allows neoliberal practices to be promoted and advanced through the discourse of internationalisation and its association with progressive humanitarian values. Three, this neoliberal framing does not explain the nature and motives for the internationalisation of HE in many nations and we demonstrate this by analysing internationalisation in China, Israel and Cuba. We suggest that internationalisation in HE cannot be adequately explained by analyses which rely on neoliberalism, and particularly the progressive version which prevails in the literature and we argue for a more nuanced, historical and contextually-dependent understanding of internationalisation.
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Introduction

Internationalisation in higher education (HE) over time and space has never had a solitary meaning or practice. Yet, the forces shaping it have been defined in particular periods of time and thus, the internationalisation of HE is widely viewed as moving over time from the pursuit of academic and cultural exchange, to peace and mutual understanding to development aid and increasingly national competitiveness, commercial and economic considerations (de Wit, 2002; Knight, 2015a). While these rationales have never been singular, and scholars emphasise the existence of multiple overlapping rationales for internationalisation (de Wit et al., 2015), currently its complex and hybrid nature is overshadowed by discussions of one dominant rationale with a particularly North American and Eurocentric focus.
In recent decades, the economic rationales and commercial manifestations of internationalisation practice have been viewed (and lamented) by scholars as increasingly dominant (Brandenburg and de Wit, 2011). Moreover, neoliberalism is seen as an ever more powerful and hegemonic frame through which internationalisation is conceived and operationalised. Little research has explored how neoliberalism and internationalisation are intertwined, the effects of this entanglement, or examined the usefulness of scholarship that increasingly internalises neoliberal categories and assumptions to explain internationalisation on a global scale. While neoliberalism has become increasingly hegemonic as an explanation of many areas of education policy and practice, internationalisation in HE is an area which has been widely identified with neoliberal ideas and practices (e.g. Shields, 2013; Tannock, 2018).

We explore the role of neoliberalism in internationalisation in HE globally to understand how they are entangled, its effects and the value of neoliberalism as an analytical and explanatory research tool. We begin with an analysis of the development of neoliberalism and internationalisation in HE, emphasising the complex, multi-faceted nature of both ideas and practices, as well as spatial and temporal shifts. We then illustrate how neoliberalism has become embedded in the normative categories and assumptions of key features of internationalisation. Finally, employing the cases of internationalisation in China, Israel and Cuba, we sketch examples of internationalisation which we argue cannot be explained by neoliberal frameworks. While this analysis is necessarily brief and runs the risk of over-generalisation, we think it effectively shows the need for alternative organising concepts and perspectives to explain internationalisation globally.

Neoliberalism and internationalisation
Scholars have argued that neoliberalism and internationalisation are various strands of globalisation (e.g. Rizvi and Lingard, 2010; Shields, 2013; Torres and Rhoads, 2006). Building on this, we analyse the development of these two strands below.

Neoliberalism
Neoliberalism is rooted in a belief that markets are the most efficient mode for decision-making and the optimal way to promote human welfare (Harvey, 2005). Consequently, neoliberal theory reduces the role of the state to market regulation, the protection of
private property and national borders (Mudge, 2008). Globalisation and free-trade agreements lower barriers to movement, creating global markets for goods and labour. Thus, neoliberalism is associated with the propagation of free-market (and choice) policies, privatisation and deregulation of education services (e.g. Hursh, 2017; Lubienski, 2006) and promotes the supremacy of the market, competition, rational choice, the global knowledge economy and the instrumental framing of education for individual economic gain.

Yet, neoliberalism is a concept with multiple, contested meanings resulting in serious problems when it is used as an explanatory device. Springer (2016, p. 2) describes it as a ‘hegemonic ideology, a state form, a policy and programme, an epistemology, and a version of ‘governmentality’; and Mudge (2008, p. 703) describes it as ‘an oft-invoked but ill-defined concept’ embodying ‘a perplexing mix of overreach and underspecification’ (Brenner et al., 2010, p. 2). Some of this confusion, may stem from the fact that ‘neoliberalism’ is not a unified concept and has local variations. While neoliberal theory emanates from North America and Western Europe, it has travelled around the world - or particularly to the Global South, its practice has either been forcibly imposed, predominantly through aid (Auld et al., 2018; Peet, 2003) or used as a development strategy (Connell and Dados, 2014). During its travels, it has morphed and shifted, adapting itself to local histories, politics, cultures, and institutions and taken on a hybrid nature (Springer et al., 2016), giving rise to spatial variations: social democratic versions in Canada, New Zealand, and Germany (Peck and Tickell 2002), autocratic and state-centred versions in China (Wu, 2010), the ‘neoliberal-developmental state’ in Singapore (Liow, 2012), and a progressive version in the US, in which humanist ideals are co-opted by and entangled with neoliberalism (Fraser, 2017).

In addition to spatial variations, neoliberalism has also shifted within different locales over time. Varieties of neoliberalism may also be enacted in different ways, with diverse networks of actors, with different purposes and roles (Apple, 2017). Despite this recognition of its multiplicity and complexity, as Rowlands and Rawolle (2013) demonstrate, when ‘neoliberalism’ is referenced in the literature on education it tends not to be scrutinised or even defined.

Despite the evidence of local variations, temporal shifts, diverse motives and the lack of consensus, Venugopal (2015) argues that ‘neoliberalism’ nonetheless carries an
overwhelming pejorative connotation; it is particularly associated with critical scholarship on capitalist, free-market policies. It has ‘become a means of identifying a seemingly ubiquitous set of market-oriented policies as being largely responsible for a wide range of social, political, ecological and economic problems’ (Springer, 2010, p. 1025). Neoliberalism thus serves as a loose signifier (Venugopal, 2015) for the numerous economic practices that affect the internationalisation of HE and is often employed when the rationales for internationalisation are portrayed as moving away from humanistic motives, to those of a more commercial nature. Overall neoliberalism is commonly evoked to critique the undesirable and illegitimate manifestations of internationalisation in HE. These include the pursuit of international branding and reputation by universities and nations (Knight, 2015a; Lomer et al., 2018; Stein, 2018); a competitive as opposed to cooperative approach to internationalisation (e.g. Huisman and van der Wende, 2005; Knight, 2005); predatory international student recruitment (e.g. Huang et al., 2016; Hulme et al., 2014); international students as ‘cash cows’ (e.g. De Vita and Case, 2003; Lomer, 2014); the transformation of universities into international businesses (e.g. Sidhu, 2008; Wu and Naidoo, 2016); and substandard quality in branch campuses and overseas education (e.g. Altbach, 2015; Lieven and Martin, 2006). Thus, neoliberalism is often employed as a loose rhetorical or underspecified explanatory device for encompassing features that do not align with normative perspectives of what internationalisation in HE should be with little analysis of its meaning, or how neoliberalism is expressed in specific contexts.

Internationalisation

Internationalisation in HE is a hybrid practice with different purposes, manifestations and actors (Bamberger et al., 2018). Rationales identified for internationalisation are academic, political, economic and socio-cultural (de Wit et al., 2015). These rationales have never been fixed or singular and are mutually inclusive and moving over time and space. While scholars stress multiple overlapping rationales for internationalisation, the dominant rationales – which heavily reflect Western timelines and perspectives - have been identified over time. These dominant rationales have undergone major shifts over the years, from colonial formations (Scott, 1998) to humanitarian ideas associated with peace and reconciliation in the post-war period, to a development agenda associated with political motives during the Cold War, and now increasingly with a focus on its
economic and commercial potential (de Wit, 2002; Knight, 2015a). This shift towards an economic rationale has fuelled the growth of internationalisation, which is now portrayed as a universal phenomenon (Chankseliani, 2018; Larsen, 2016). During this period, scholars argue that neoliberalism has become inextricably linked to the internationalisation of HE (Marginson, 2000; Shields, 2013); and indeed, the terms ‘internationalisation’ and ‘neoliberalism’ emerged into the lexicon of education discourse (de Wit, 2002; Rowlands and Rawolle, 2013) simultaneously in the early 1990’s.

Like neoliberalism, the term internationalisation in HE, is used broadly to refer to many different manifestations; while some of these are more ostensibly in line with academic and humanitarian rationales, like the internationalisation of the curriculum or internationalisation in research, others are more connected with competitive and economic rationales, such as international student recruitment (Woldegiyorgis et al., 2018). Internationalisation also has spatial variations and it has travelled and morphed around the world to create different local meanings and practices.

Yet while economic rationales and neoliberal ideas have become increasingly hegemonic, other rationales have not disappeared. Internationalisation is widely depicted as a positive response to destructive forms of globalised neoliberalism and the progressive, humanistic possibilities of internationalisation are often stressed, especially mutual understanding; diversity; intercultural awareness, global citizenship and tolerance (Haigh, 2008; Yemini, 2015). Broadly, this humanitarian approach indicates a more holistic view of the individual; it emphasises cooperation over competition, fostering a more collaborative and communal approach (Bennett and Kottasz, 2011; van der Wende, 2007). Further, it is associated with democracy (Svensson and Wihlborg, 2007) and consensus building while simultaneously downplaying ethnic and religious links in favour of a shared humanity. This humanitarian framing of internationalisation is reflected in the positive terms it is associated with (e.g. global citizenship; cosmopolitanism) (Goren and Yemini, 2017). Indeed, Kehm (2011) and Kehm and Teichler (2007) argue that internationalisation is often advocated and prescribed for humanitarian purposes. Thus, while scholars suggest that in recent years, internationalisation has become increasingly aligned with economic and commercial
motives which internalise neoliberal categories and assumptions, it has maintained a strong connection to other rationales and ideas, particularly humanitarianism.

Examining entanglement

In this section, we analyse the portrayals of three key features associated with internationalisation namely its role in promoting: cosmopolitanism; mobility; and multiculturalism and diversity to illustrate how the tenets of neoliberalism are interwoven with other rationales, particularly humanistic impulses. We also examine a key element of its governance, namely the role of the state.

Firstly, cosmopolitanism is linked with and ostensibly valued in internationalisation, however, it has been recast from a progressive ideology that espouses openness to the other to a form of capital for individual, positional advantage (e.g. Igarashi & Saito, 2014; Kim, 2011; Weenink, 2008). Cosmopolitanism as capital invokes Bourdieusian (1986) ideas of positionality, stratification, inequalities and social reproduction and is associated with multicultural attitudes; speaking foreign languages; being accustomed to travel and foreign cultures; having international social networks; and possessing prestigious academic degrees (e.g. Bühlmann et al., 2012; Carroll, 2010). Thus, international HE is the most powerful way to accumulate such capital. Yet, students from minority backgrounds, who may possess such capital (e.g. languages and social networks) are usually excluded from these advantages because they do not have the ‘right’ sort of cosmopolitan capital (i.e. elite forms) such as English language fluency. This stratification of the ‘right’ sort of cosmopolitan capital favours certain countries (e.g. US, UK), universities (highly ranked), languages (i.e. English), degrees (e.g. MBA) and fields (e.g. STEM) over others, in what Marginson (2008) and Tannock (2013) describe as a zero-sum game. Furthermore, multicultural attitudes and ‘soft skills’ of mutual understanding and tolerance tend not to be connected to humanistic and cooperative aims, but rather to increased readiness for employment in global and national labour markets (e.g. Jones, 2013; Leggott and Stapleford, 2007). This rhetoric transforms multi-culturalism from a tool to promote constructive human relations, into an individual advantage for competition in employment markets. Similarly, whilst global citizenship has been portrayed (e.g. OECD, 2018) as a source of mutual understanding and peace, Auld et al. (2018) argue that it has in practice often been used
to promote an economic conception which involves a vision of an elite mobile worker in the global knowledge economy.

Secondly, the mobility of people is widely depicted as the rational pursuit of predominantly individual economic gains. Relying on large-scale statistical data, global student mobility patterns are thought of as an outcome of HE supply (from universities in the Global North) and student demand (from the Global South); indeed, the standard analytical framework to explain international student mobility is the push-pull model, borrowed from international trade (e.g. Altbach, 1998; Choudaha and de Wit, 2014; Maringe and Carter, 2007). In comparison, the humanistic rationales for mobility tend to be marginalised in the motives for students, institutions and national and supranational entities to engage in mobility, again, unless these can be related back to an employability narrative (Dvir and Yemini, 2017). Student mobility is instead linked to the pursuit of global skills and competencies, social networks and migration opportunities that are then transferred into increased economic opportunities in a rational, economic, human capital framing of mobility. In line with this framing, student mobility from affluent nations is relatively low and when they are mobile, they tend to study in other affluent nations (i.e. horizontal mobility) (Brooks and Waters, 2009).

More troubling, student mobility from the Global South to the Global North has led to: brain drain as international students become ‘talented’ immigrants fuelling national knowledge economies (Brown and Tannock, 2009); to the underdevelopment of national HE systems in the Global South (Alemu, 2014; Odhiambo, 2013); and to creating elite status when international students return home (Findlay, 2011; Waters, 2007). Likewise, faculty mobility, is not a purely academic or humanistic undertaking but also a useful way to promote international cooperation, particularly to access international research funding (Woldegiyorgis et al., 2018) and to advance shared publications, a key indicator in global university rankings (Wan et al., 2017). Moreover, the benefits from mobility tend to be framed as individual private goods; there is less research about the effects of mobility on wider groups (besides brain drain), despite scholarship which emphasises the very different perceptions of public/private goods derived from HE in more communal societies (Unterhalter et al., forthcoming). Overall mobility is widely framed through a neoliberal lens focussing on the individual: person; institution; country; all seeking to maximise their gains through employment, global rankings or a global competition.
The mobility of institutions and programmes are also viewed through the lens of supply and demand in which all parties aim at improving their economic prospects from a ‘transaction.’ Institutions in the Global North provide capacity (and allegedly, quality) with financial profits and international branding being the incentives, while foreign partners, predominantly from the Global South, are helped to build capacity, largely to develop and spur the growth of their economies (Altbach and Knight, 2007). Much of the literature, frames branch campuses and the many cross-border forms of international mobility similarly. Further, institutional alliances are predominantly ties between similar status institutions (Mohrman et al., 2008). Where partnerships exist between higher and lower status institutions, these are often portrayed through a deficit discourse with a development rationale or may be designed to benefit the more advantaged partner (Obamba and Mwema, 2009). Thus, through neoliberal categories, mobility, at the level of the individual, institution and nation is transformed into an investment for gain as opposed to a collaborative endeavour to promote more humanistic goals.

Thirdly, while much of the internationalisation research propagates diversity and multiculturalism, these are fused with neoliberal baggage. In practice, diversity is limited to those who can compete (e.g. sit ToEFL and entrance exams; publish in top journals) and pay (e.g. international tuition and housing fees; conferences) in the meritocratic ‘global knowledge economy’. This perpetuates and reinforces inequalities instead of working to ensure widespread access and equity. Moreover, ‘diverse’ students and faculty may likely find that their diversity (particularly if it is not of an elite variety) is undervalued, their epistemologies misunderstood, and they must be ‘re-educated’ in the ways of their new campus or faculty (Stockfelt, 2018). Thus, the humanitarian values coupled with neoliberal categories serve to normalise inequalities, instead transforming it into a meritocratic global race, focusing on celebrating the possibility of the few who can achieve, instead of the embedded inequalities within the system, which disadvantage the many (Fraser, 2017).

Fourthly, the internationalisation literature, in line with neoliberal theory, tends to envisage a ‘small state’ and assume that its role is limited to that of a market regulator, as opposed to a strong, authoritarian state. The role that the state plays in internationalisation is often limited to regulating immigration, and generally promoting
‘academic capitalism’ (e.g. Lomer, 2017; Slaughter 2014). The state is not viewed as setting the criteria for institutional partnerships, international programme development or the like and a large amount of institutional, researcher and student autonomy is assumed. Indeed, with few notable exceptions (e.g. Larsen, 2016; Cantwell and Maldonado-Maldonado, 2009), internationalisation tends to be portrayed as an institutional (not a state) response by universities that have the autonomy to forge divergent strategies (e.g. Hudzik, 2015). This perspective necessarily precludes states in which institutional autonomy is limited and where the state exercises great control over the targets and trajectories of internationalisation (e.g. regarding foreign partners, branch campuses, joint-programmes, international students). In this way, analyses of internationalisation tend to normalise weakened neoliberal states, while disregarding the role of authoritarian states. Notwithstanding, some universities particularly from the US and UK have established branch campuses in nations where an authoritarian state imposes strong limitations on their core principles; namely academic and institutional autonomy (Clifford and Kinser, 2016).

Through these four illustrative (but not exhaustive) examples we suggest that many central features of internationalisation reflect a complex fusion of neoliberal categories (e.g. competition, supremacy of the market, rational choice) and assumptions (a regulatory as opposed to an authoritarian state) with other, primarily progressive humanitarian impulses (e.g. humanitarianism, cosmopolitanism, multi-culturalism). In many ways, this echoes Fraser’s (2017) analysis of the entanglement of progressive feminist discourse and practice with neoliberalism in the US, in which progressive ideals are interwoven with and co-opted by neoliberal forces in what Fraser dubs ‘progressive neoliberalism’. The result of this framing of internationalisation is threefold. One, this fusion provides a powerful means to advance neoliberalism under the guise of progressive humanist aims. Two, it serves to normalise inequalities, transforming internationalisation into a meritocratic global race, which deflects attention away from the embedded inequalities within the system. Three, we suggest that this framing is intellectually limiting and cannot provide a basis to explain the nature and motives for HE in many nations in which neoliberalism is either not an organising concept in internationalisation or the form of neoliberalism is radically different from the tendencies within the progressive version. We now turn to demonstrate - through the cases of China, Israel and Cuba – why neoliberalism and
particularly the progressive version echoed in much of the normative categories and assumptions of the academic literature, fails to provide a basis to explain the nature and motives for the internationalisation of HE in many nations.

**China**

If China can be considered a ‘neoliberal’ state at all is debateable (Ong, 2007; Huang, 2008; Nonini, 2008; Wu, 2010). This ambiguity stems in part from the significant role of an authoritarian or developmental state in designing, promoting, implementing and governing economic development (Zheng, 2008; Pei, 2008). Through neoliberal reforms, it is argued that the state has consolidated more power and uses economic reform to maintain its legitimacy (Wu, 2010). While recognising the difficulties in labelling China as a neoliberal state, and the lasting legacies of socialism, according to Harvey (2006) and Liew (2005) China is embarked on a form of neoliberalism that fuses market reforms with strong centralised state control.

The HE sector in China is heavily regulated and internationalisation has been strongly promoted and resourced to help achieve national development goals (Li, 2016; Wang, 2014). Dominant motives are not financial but focus on research and development, building ‘world class universities,’ student scholarships and international partnerships, with a particular focus on high-status institutions from the West and STEM subjects (Paul and Long, 2016). As measured by their goals, internationalisation has made impressive progress, particularly in the growth of research publications, citations, patents and global rankings of Chinese universities (Huang, 2015). Given the primary role of the state, its need for legitimacy through economic development and the quest for power on an international stage, internationalisation in China is defined primarily in terms of its contributions to achieving national goals and bolstering its international power and influence (Wang, 2014). Thus, despite the legacy of communism and a collectivist society, the more humanistic aims of internationalisation are muted in this pursuit of the economic development from which the state derives its legitimacy; thus the categories, assumptions and discourses around internationalisation formed by a fusion of neoliberalism and humanitarianism hold little explanatory power in China, and instead reflects more the normative Western progressive views of the literature rather than the reality.

**Israel**
While Israel was founded by the dominant social democratic party (Mapai), with the transition of power to a more right-wing party (Likud) with free-market views in 1977, a neoliberal agenda began to trickle through the various levels of the state, gaining ground in the 1980s (Maron and Shalev, 2017) and today, Israel is considered a neoliberal ‘success story’ (Avigur-Eshel, 2014, p. 165). In HE this involved a wave of reforms in the 1990s which included the deregulation of the sector to foreign providers (since then restricted, see Bamberger, 2018; Lieven and Martin, 2006;) and the addition of a private sector of second-tier academic institutions (Volansky, 2005). Israeli universities have always had an international element (Kirsch, 2018) which did not begin with the rise of neoliberalism or ‘internationalisation’ in the 1990s.

Israel views itself as a Western style democracy and espouses a commitment to civil and human rights. However, while most Western democracies promote an openness to ethnic and religious groups, Israel was established as the nation of the Jewish people - and remains an ethnoreligious state. However, there is a substantial Palestinian minority in Israel and thus, to maintain the Jewish majority in the state, the demographic balance has always been an important political issue. This affects the targets of internationalisation in HE restricting it to relations between majority/minority populations within the country (Yemini et al., 2015), the heterogenous Jewish population of Israel (e.g. integrating Jewish immigrants from different backgrounds); and the Jewish diaspora (Bamberger et al., 2018). Due to the intractable conflict with its neighbours and the desire to preserve a Jewish majority, the multi-cultural purposes of internationalisation are muted, whilst academic excellence is highlighted (Yemini, 2017); this is manifested in the pursuit of excellence in research, research funding abroad, and research partnerships with elite partners, particularly from countries which Israel would like to forge close political and economic ties (Bamberger et al., 2018). Moreover, student mobility, a primary focus of internationalisation, is extremely limited due to the intractable conflict which restricts the possibilities for cooperation both among groups in Israel and across the region; and the founding values of the state as the Jewish nation which limits who may live, work and immigrate to the country (Yemini, 2017).

While Israel is considered a neoliberal state, internationalisation is affected by its unique history, institutions and cultural trajectory. Rather than forms of neoliberalism,
internationalisation is defined by its commitment to excellence; the ideological desire to maintain and legitimise a Jewish majority state; and the centrality of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

Cuba

Since 1959, Cuba has taken a socialist path rooted in a post-colonial ethos and a philosophy of solidarity, as opposed to a neoliberal market and competition-based approach (Hickling- Hudson et al., 2012). Since 1989 market reforms have crept in to Cuba following the collapse of the Soviet Union, Cuba’s main ally during the first decades of the revolution; however, these reforms are limited and tend to focus on the development of small businesses. Furthermore, interactions with foreign investors are approved by the central government with a commitment to assure mutual benefits to society (Hudson-Hickling et al., 2012). In this way, Cuba’s ‘neoliberalism’ – if it could be said to exist at all – operates within a socialist ideology, a strong state and a low level of market logic.

Cuba has, despite the economic hardships and marginalisation, raised the standards of health and education for its citizens (Martínez Pérez, 2012) through the development of an impressive health and education system. Education levels are on par with developed countries and they have been able to obtain these levels with far less resources (Martín Sabina et al., 2012).

Building on their experience with the Soviet Union - which helped Cuba to develop its own education system and brought thousands of young Cubans to Eastern Europe for education in the early decades of the revolution - Cuba has focused on sharing its educational expertise and resources. Cuban higher education has focussed on promoting socialism and developing collaborative partnerships with strategic partners, at first primarily in Africa and later shifting towards regional partners in the Caribbean and Central and South America (Hudson-Hickling et al., 2012). Despite its precarious economic situation over the years, Cuba has provided extensive support and training in universities abroad and has brought more than 55,000 international students from 148 countries to the island on full scholarships between 1961 and 2008 (Martínez Pérez, 2012, p. 75). Internationalisation is viewed through the ideology of solidarity and as a way to promote socialism. Hudson-Hickling and Arnove (2014) have described Cuba as
a regional hub for HE and lauded it as a successful example of South-to-South cooperation. Given the low level of market forces and radically different social collectivist philosophy, the discourses in the internationalisation literature about financial gains; cosmopolitan capital; and competition fail to capture internationalisation in Cuba.

**Conclusion**

We began by examining the development of neoliberalism and internationalisation in HE, emphasising the complex, multi-faceted nature of both its conception and operationalisation, and spatial and temporal shifts over time. We asserted that neoliberalism is increasingly hegemonic in analyses of internationalisation, however, research has not sufficiently addressed the ways in which it is interwoven within the normative categories and assumptions of internationalisation or the effects of this. We then illustrated how neoliberalism has become entangled in the literature’s coverage of four key features of internationalisation. Through this analysis, we illustrated the fusion of neoliberalism with humanitarian impulses within the normative portrayals of internationalisation in HE. We highlighted how internationalisation often promotes progressive values (e.g. cosmopolitanism, multiculturalism, diversity) but that these are pursued through the categories of neoliberalism (e.g. competition; markets; stratification). Our analysis suggests three consequences of this framing. One, this allows neoliberal practices to be promoted and advanced through the discourse of internationalisation and its association with progressive humanitarian values, emphasising the imperative to look critically at internationalisation. Two, it serves to normalise inequalities, transforming internationalisation into a meritocratic global race, which deflects attention away from the embedded inequalities within the system. Three, we suggest that this framing does not provide a basis to explain the nature and motives for internationalisation in HE in nations in which neoliberalism is either not an organising concept or the form of neoliberalism is radically different from the tendencies within the progressive version.

Picking up on this final thread, through a brief examination of the cases of internationalisation of HE in China, Israel and Cuba, we illustrated how their approach to internationalisation is shaped not by a progressive neoliberal approach but by diverse ideologies, local histories, and conflicts. Thus, we demonstrate that
‘internationalisation’ allows for a multitude of ideas and practices that at times may align and fuse with but extend beyond neoliberalism. It does not align with one particular understanding of neoliberalism and should be understood as a multi-faceted and complex assemblage of practices in which multiple intentions and ideas are interwoven with particular economic, political, social and cultural concerns which shift over time and space. The current tendency in the literature towards a reliance on a progressive neoliberal framing of internationalisation limits our understanding on a global scale. Instead of this framing, we argue for a more nuanced, historical and contextually-dependent understanding of internationalisation.
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